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THE POWER OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TO COMPROMISE
INTERNAL REVENUE TAX CASES PRIOR AND SUBSEQUENT

TO EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 6166, OF JUNE 10, 1955

PREFACE

Under Section 5229 of the Revised Statutes, "the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the advice and

consent of the Secretary of the Treasury, may compro
mise any civil or criminal case arising under internal
revenue laws instead of commencing suit thereon ***."

This authority conferred on the Commissioner was
not affected by Executive Order No. 6166 of June 10,

1933.

Therefore, for the purposes of this discussion

we shall deal only with those cases referred to the
Attorney General, which formerly, under Section 3229

of the Revised Statutes, were compromised by the Com
missioner of Internal Revenue with the advice and con
sent of the Secretary of the Treasury and the recom
mendation of the Attorney General.
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Nor will there be any treatment of Section 3469 of

the Revised Statutes, inasmuch as that section relates
only to revenue cases after judgment.

CHAPTER

I

The Growth, Restriction and

Abrogation of the Power of the

Commissioner of Internal Rev
enue to Compromise Internal

Revenue Tax Cases Referred 'to
the Attorney General

CHAPTER I

The Growth« Restriction and Abrogation of the
Power of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
to Compromise Internal Revenue Tax Cases
Referred to the Attorney General

The power to compromise internal revenue tax cases

arising under the laws of the Federal Government was

conferred very inauspiciously and very early in the

history of this Nation on the Secretary of the Treasury^,
when on March 3, 1797, he was given the power to enforce

the rights of the United States arising under the tax
laws.

This power, however, was limited and confined to

cases where no willful negligence or intent to defraud

existed, to fines, penalties and forfeitures, and this
power was in no wise broadened either by case decision
or statute law on the subject until the Civil War period.

For, it was felt that there was no need for any broader

delegation of authority, inasmuch as the greater portion
of the revenues of the United States was raised by

r

‘

‘

1

Act of March 3, 1797, 1 Stat. 506.
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‘

'
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customs dues.

The financial burden created

j a result

of the Civil War, however, necessitated an extensive,
drastic and strict system of internal revenue taxes upon
incomes, businesses, distilled spirits, tobaccos, etc.

The office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

therefore, was created so as to insure a proper adminis

tration of these taxes’^, although at first only slight

powers were given him to mitigate its severity, viz., to
refund taxes collected by levy or distraint when they had
been levied "wrongfully or unjustly".
The next step was to extend the

power of refunder,

2
and this was done by the Revenue Act of June SO, 1864.

It is important to observe at this time that the

power to "compromise suits relating to internal revenue",

1
Revenue Act of July 1, 1862, 12 Stat. 432.
2
13 Stat. 218, 239, which provided, by Section 44, as
follows: "That the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
is hereby authorized to remit, refund, and pay back all
duties erroneously or illegally assessed or collected and
all duties that ishall appear to be unjustly assessed or
excessive in amount, or in any manner wrongfully collected,
and also repay t(> collectors *** the full amount of such
sums of money as *** may be recovered against them *** col
lected by them ***, and also compromise such suits, and all
others relating to internal revenue."
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thus conferred for the first time upon the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, is coupled with — indeed, is corol

lary to — the power granted to remit or refund taxes

wherever they have been "unjustly” assessed or "in any

manner wrongfully collected".

The fair inference is that

the power to compromise was intended in the same sense
and limited only by the same considerations.

For, in

Section 44 of the Act of June 30, 1864, the question
involved was the power of the Commissioner to compromise

certain penalties incurred for illicit distilling, as
1
against the rights of informers .

The court sustained

this power£.

1

Dorsheimer«s Case, 2 Court of Claims, 103 (1866).
2

Ibid, Pages 115, 116, the Court said:
"We think that Congress, in conferring this authority to
compromise all suits, intended that the officers charged
with the supervision of the assessment and collection of
the internal revenue, and the enforcement of the law impos
ing it, should possess the fullest power and widest discre
tion. Instead, therefore, of the act enumerating and
specifying the particular things which they might do, and
to which their authority in that event would necessarily
have been limited, they confer a power and right of control
as broad and as extensive as the subject itself. It was of
course apparent to Congress that in the workings of such
complicated and vast machinery as that necessary for the
assessment and collection of the internal duties imposed by
the Act of 1864, no human sagacity or foresight could provide
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This case was then appealed to the Supreme Court,

beforehand for the adjustment of the innumerable difficul
ties that would arise in any other way than in the most
general terms. And while they were imposing on the Secre
tary of the Treasury and the Commissioner of Internal Rev
enue a most onerous duty, they intended to confer all the
power necessary to perform it efficiently. It was apparent
that much litigation would necessarily arise; that multi
tudes of suits, embracing every variety of judicial contro
versy, must ensue. That the subject-matter and complexion
of this litigation would be as diversified in its aspects
and character, in its facts and principles, as the endless
variety and almost infinite number of objects and human
transactions upon which the law was made to operate. To
specify, to enumerate powers and functions applicable to
such a subject was simply impossible. The only thing that
could be done to meet such exigencies as must arise was to
confer the power in the broadest and most general terms.
This, we apprehend, was the intention when Congress con
ferred the power to compromise all. suits relating to inter
nal revenue.
"Compromise is defined to be ’an agreement between two or
more persons, who, to avoid a lawsuit, amicably settle their
differences on such terms as they can agree upon.’— (1 Bouv.
L. Diet., 109.) Lexicographers define it in the same way.
Webster says compromise is ’an amicable agreement between
parties in controversy to settle their differences by mutual
concessions’. To compromise: ’To adjust and settle a differ
ence by mutual agreement, with concessions of claims by the
parties — to agree, to accord.’
"The suit compromised related to internal revenue. It grew
directly out of, and was founded upon, the internal revenue
law, and was a part of the machinery devised to enforce com
pliance with its provisions, as well as to punish for dis
obedience of its mandates. We have no doubt the power con
ferred embraced the right to compromise the suit in question,
and being a matter of discretion vested by law in public off i
cers, it is not re-examinable here. For a corrupt exercise of
the power vested in them the officers would be liable to
removal or impeachment. But no review of their action or
appeal from their decision is given to any other tribunal.
Therefore, whether it was a wise and judicious settlement,
whether in accordance with sound policy, and for the best
interests of the service, are questions which do not arise in
the case."
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where that tribunal affirmed the decision of the lower

court^, and said that the power entrusted by law to the

Secretary was not a judicial one, but one of mercy to
mitigate the severity of the law; that it admitted of no

appeal to the Court of Claims or to any other court; that
it was the exercise of his discretion in a natter entrusted

to him alone, and from which there could be no appeal; and

that even if called upon to review the acts of the Secre
tary no reason could be seen to doubt their correctness,
or that of the judgment of the Court of Claims in dismiss
ing the same.

Congress next manifested its desire that the powers
bestowed under existing laws on the Treasury Department
be construed broadly by enacting the Revenue Act of
2
July 13, 1866 , which provided that nothing contained

therein should be construed to limit or affect the power
of remitting the whole or any portion of a fine, penalty,

1~

'

7 Wall. 166, Pages 174, 175.
2

14 Stat. 98, 146

'
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or forfeiture conferred on the Secretary of the Trea
sury by existing laws, and further, that the Commissioner

of Internal Revenue should be authorized and empowered
to compromise, under such regulations as the Secretary

of the Treasury should prescribe, any case arising under

the internal revenue laws, whether pending in court or
otherwise.

It will be observed that in this act the words "any

case arising under the internal revenue laws” are sub
stituted for the words "any suit relating to internal

revenue” contained in Section 44 of the Act of June 30,
1
1864 .

2
In this same Act (July 13, 1866) , Section 44 of

the Act of June 30, 1864, was amended by leaving out the
power of the Commissioner to "compromise”, retaining the
5
power to remit or refund taxes unjustly collected ; thus

separating the compromise power from the refund power.
-

,
13 Stat. 218.

2

14 Stat. 98.
3

14 Stat. Ill

''
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This separation and the connection in which the power
to compromise is placed in this act might justify the

inference that the said power was intended by Congress
to be confined to cases of fines, forfeitures and
penalties, leaving the taxes themselves and the incre

ments thereto, such as interest, to be dealt with by
Section 44 as amended.
It is further to be noted that under the Act of
July 13, 1866\ compromises were authorized under regu
lations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury.

An examination of these regulations shows that every
collector of internal revenue was required to submit
propositions of compromise "with his opinion as to the

2
expediency and propriety of making a compromise" .
At the time of the enactment of the Act of July 20,
g
1868 (later, Section 3229 of the Revised Statutes),

there existed authority for the compromise of claims by

1

~

!

14 Stat. 98.
2
Letters from Executive Officers, 1865, Vol. 7, Treasury
Department, Page 468.

3
15 Stat. 125
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the Postmaster General, which, it is believed, sheds

considerable light upon what Congress had in mind by
1
the legislation of 1868 •

This was a clear indication

by Congress that compromises before judgment could

properly be made upon considerations different from

those upon which compromise could be made after judgment.
In the case of claims before judgment, the authority was
given to compromise, release and discharge "on such terms
as the said authority shall deem just and expedient”.

1
Act of March 3, 1851 (c. 21, 9 Stat. 591), was an appro
priation act for the Post Office Department and contained
therein several provisions with respect to compromise.
"***, the said auditor shall have power, with the written
consent of the Postmaster General, to mitigate or remit
such fine, penalty and forfeiture, remove such disability,
and to compromise, release, and discharge such claims for
such sum or sums of money and damages on such terms as the
said auditor shall deem just and expedient; and that in all
cases where a judgment shall have been obtained a debt or
damage due the Post Office Department and it shall satis
factorily appear by the return of execution or otherwise,
that such judgment, or so much thereof as remains unpaid,
can not be collected by due process of law, the said audi
tor shall be and he is hereby authorized with the written
consent of the Postmaster General, to compromise such
judgment and answer in satisfaction thereof, less than
the amount of such judgment ***.»
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After judgment, the authority to compromise was limited

to cases where the amount involved "can not be collected

by due process of law”.
(This distinction as to the merits of weighing

expediency, hardship, etc., in matters of compromise is
too broad a subject to be treated in this paper, and so

I shall dismiss it by stating that the opinion of Octo

ber 2, 1934, points out that the rule stated in the opin
ion of October 24, 1933, contemplates a reasonable dis

cretion in the Commissioner of Internal Revenue as to the
certainty of liability and the certainty of collection.

As a result, therefore, I believe that whenever any
uncertainty as to collectability can be made out, the
questions of hardship, possibility of bankruptcy, etc.,

will be taken into consideration.)

The report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
on the operations of the internal revenue system for

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1867, likewise contains

10 -

language pertinent to this subject .

The above? mentioned documents were available to

the Congress when, in 1868, it enacted the statute from
2
which Section 5229 of the Revised Statutes is derived .

1
The report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1867, Pages 51-52, states
thats
"From the earliest history of the Republic it has been
found necessary to clothe the executive departments with
the power of compromise. It is independent of the pardon
ing power of the President and under the internal revenue
laws is given to the Commissioner within such rules as may
be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury. Its exer
cise is accompanied with embarrassment, for the wisest
disposition of the case may sixbject the department to the
severest criticism by those only partially acquainted with
its circumstances. There is vast advantage oftentimes,
too, in the open trial and the public trial and punishment
of offenders, and the authority is so susceptible of such
positive abuses that, did not experience and reflection
alike attest its necessity, I would recommend that it be
stricken from the statute ***. The payment of the arrears
of tax has always been insisted upon as a condition pre
cedent to compromise, and this rule has, it is believed,
secured a large amount of revenue, which otherwise might,
have been lost to the Treasury ***. The several United
States District Attorneys have been freely communicated
with, and since the Statute of July, 1866, has been fairly
in operation, no alleged violation by distillers, has been
compromised except with the approval of the Attorneys,
based either upon the belief that the offense was simply
technical or that there was manifest proof of fraud for
the satisfaction of the jury."

2
Act of July 20, 1868, 15 Stat. 125, 166.

They indicate plainly that compromises were then made

upon other than fiscal considerations.

This condition

Congress thought should be rectified, as there was a grow
ing conviction that abuses existed in the administration
of the existing compromise statutes’1-2
.

This conviction is

clearly depicted in the transcript of the proceedings in

the Senate during the consideration of the legislation
which culminated in the statute from which Section 5229

2
of the Revised Statutes is derived .

1

Cong. Globe, July 7, 1868.
2

Cong. Globe, July 7, 1868, Page 3774.
In support of the inclusion of this clause, Senator
Edmunds stated:
”*** The theory is, and it is a correct theory, that the
Attorney General is at the head of the law business of the
Government. He ought to be the responsible head. He
ought to be appealed to when any of these large settle
ments are made upon the recommendation of the district
attorney, or of anybody else, to be a check upon the set
tlement of the prosecution against property, whether you
say ’prosecution* means after it has got into court or
while in process of getting into court; and that is why I
am opposed to having any solicitor of the Bureau of Inter
nal Revenue, for one. You are dividing up the legal
responsibility of defending and prosecuting the laws among
a great number of subordinate officers without any single
controlling and responsible head over them. If the Inter
nal Revenue Bureau needs the advice of a law officer, as
undoubtedly it does, as every other Department and branch
of the service of the Government does, let it get that
advice from the proper source; that is to say, from the
office of the Attorney General.”

It was determined at that time that a more thorough
system of checks on the use of the power to compromise was

needed.

Believing that the chief law officer of the coun

try, namely, the Attorney General, was the proper person

to pass on cases of compromise in their final stage when
such had been referred to the Attorney General or were
pending in court, the Act of July 20, 1868^, was passed,
which contained therein a clause requiring the recommenda

tion of the Attorney General to all compromises agreed
upon by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and consented

to by the Secretary of the Treasury once suit thereon had
been commenced^.

In this way, the broad power of the Commissioner to
compromise was limited.

However, the creation by Congress

of this limitation and resulting concurrence of authority

was almost a necessity in order to place full and final
authority for the control of litigation in the hands of

the official charged by law with its conduct — where it
rightly belongs — and yet at the same time enable the

Cong. Globe, July 7, 1868, Page 3774.
2

Cong. Globe, July 7, 1868, Page 3774.
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administrative officer generally concerned with the sub

ject matter of the litigation to retain some measure of
interest in it.

Although the statute as carried in the revision as

Section 3229 of the Revised Statutes’^ is somewhat short
ened and simplified, it is clear that at the time of the

revision, the revisers intended no change in substance
but meant that compromises before judgment should still

be made in accordance with the Act of July 20, 1868, supra.
Since that time there have been only two amendments to the

Act of July 20, 1868, neither of which is of any relevancy

2
in this discussion .

1
"The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the advice and
consent of the Secretary of the Treasury, may compromise
any civil or criminal, case arising under the internal rev
enue laws instead of commencing suit thereon; and with the
advice and consent of the Secretary and the recommendation
of the Attorney General, he may compromise any such case
after a suit thereon has been recommended,, whenever a com
promise is made in any case there shall be placed on file in
the office of the Commissioner the opinion of the Solicitor
of Internal Revenue, or of the officer acting as such, with
his reference therefor, with a statement of the amount of
tax assessed, the amount of the additional tax or penalty
imposed by law in consequence of the neglect or delinquency
of the person against whom the tax is assessed, and the
amount actually paid in accordance with the terms of compro
mise."
2

38 Stat. 789, c. 1, Sec. 7, 44 Stat. 26, c. 77, Sec. 1201.
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In pursuance of Section 3229, therefore, there evolved
the following procedure in the compromise of cases which

were referred to the Attorney General.

Offers were made to the Collectors of Internal Revenue
for the various districts and by them forwarded to the Com

missioner of Internal Revenue.

The Bureau obtained recom

mendations from their investigative agents and the Depart

ment of Justice likewise obtained recommendations from

United States Attorneys, copies of which recommendations
were forwarded to the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

Then the

Office of the General Counsel for the Bureau of Internal
Revenue prepared abstracts of statements and these offers

were given prompt consideration.

Those deemed inadequate

were rejected by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

Where,

however, acceptance was thought advisable, the Bureau so

recommended and the write-ups were transmitted to the Secre

tary of the Treasury and, when approved by him, were trans
mitted to the Department of Justice.

The Department of

Justice accepted those which it believed worthy of accep
tance and refused to accept those which it did not believe

were acceptable and rejection followed.

Such was the procedure and the state of the law until

June 10, 1933.
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CHAPTER II

The Plenary Power of the
Attorney General

In 1935 the ill-famed depression of 1929 was in its

fifth year.

It had created an important emergency neces

sitating all the efficiency possible in the conduct of

governmental affairs.

As had been true In other times of

stress, this new crisis immediately demonstrated the
necessity of centralized control in the conduct of the

regular as well as the other business of the United States.

1
2
By the Economy Act of June 30, 1933 , as amended ,
the President was enjoined to study the executive depart

ments of the Government and by order make such changes as
were necessary.

On June 10, 1933, a few hours before the

time set for adjournment of the special session of Cong
ress, President Franklin D. Roosevelt communicated to that

Ï

'

'

Act of June 30, 1932, Ch. 314, 47 Stat. 413.
2
Act of March 3, 1933, c. 212, 47 Stat. 1517; Act of
March 20, 1933, c. 5, 48 Stat. 16.
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body an executive order that transferred to the Depart

ment of Justice the function of handling all litigation

and the exclusive right of supervision of the work of
1,2
United States Attorneys and Marshals
•

This order in effect abrogated the concurrent power
of the Commissioner over cases referred to the Depart

ment of Justice for litigation and reaffirmed the already
2
existing plenary power of the Attorney General •

Although before the Attorney General rendered his
4
opinions asserting this plenary power, there was consid

erable controversy as to the effect to be given Executive

1
Cong. Record, Vol. 77, Pt. 6, Pages 5598, 5614, 5707.

2
Section 5 of this Executive Order of June 10, 1953,
states:
”As to any case referred to the Department of Justice
for prosecution or defense in the courts, the function of
decision, whether and in what manner to prosecute, or to
defend, or to compromise, or to appeal, or to abandon
prosecution or defense, now exercised by any agency or
officer, is transferred to the Department of Justice. ***
Nothing in this section shall be construed to affect the
function of any agency or officer with respect to cases
prior to reference to the Department of Justice for prose
cution or défense.”
3

Op. A.G., Oct. 2, 1934.

4

2 Op. A.G., Nov. 5, 1934.
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Order Bo. 6166, of June 10, 1935, in so far as those
internal revenue cases which had been referred to the

Department of Justice were concerned, there can be no

doubt that these opinions rendered by the Attorney
General correctly state the law concerning this power.

For the Attorney General had the power to compromise
independently of this Executive Order and of Section

3229 by reason of the broad control which he exercises
over all legal cases in which the government is an
interested party.

This authority exists (a) by virtue of his office,
and (b) by reason of the provisions of numerous statutes

enacted from time to time in the aid of the duties of
that office.
(a) In United States vs. San Jacinto Tin Company^,

the court held that the Attorney General, virtute officii,
has the right to sue, to set aside a contract despite the
absence of specific authority to bring such a suit, and

1

'

125 U.S. 273 (1888).

‘

"

said (Page 280):
"The Judiciary Act of 1789, in its third
section, which first created the office of the
Attorney General without any very accurate defi
nition of his power, in using the words that
’there shall also be appointed a meet office,
learned in the law, to act as Attorney General
for the United States’, 1 Stat. 93, c. 21, Sec
tion 35, must have had reference to the similar
office with the same designation existing under
the English law. And though it has been said
that there is no Common Law of the United States,
it is still quite true that when Acts of Congress
use words which are familiar in the law of England
they are supposed to be used with reference to
their meaning in that law.”

At the time of the creation of the office of the

Attorney General in the United States, that officer in
England had absolute power over all cases concerning the
Crown, both civil and criminal, unrestrained by the
courts or other officers of the Crown\

An amusing

instance of the recognition of this complete power as
early as the 17th century in a criminal case is to be

1
The Attorney General vs. The Town of Farnham in Sur
rey. Hardres 504 (1679); Rex vs. Wilkes-. 4 Burrows
2527, 2554, 2570 (1770); Reg, vs. Allen, 5 L.T.R. 636
(1882).

found in the "Lives of the Chief Justices of England",

by Lord Campbell’''.
2
The language of The King vs. Austen , although decided
in 1821, after the creation of the office of the Attorney

General in the United States, is interesting in that it
shows the relative light in which the Attorney General was
2
held by the English courts, for there it was declared :

1

"Lives of the Chief Justices of England", by Lord Camp
bell, Vol. 2, Page 173:
"Holt having, some time after, committed another of this
brotherhood, called John Atkins, to take him to trial for
seditious language, the same Lacy called at the chief jus
tice’s house in Bedford Row, and desired to see him. Serv
ant: ’¿V lord is unwell today, and cannot see company."
Lacy (in a very solemn tone): "Acquaint your master that I
must see him, for I bring a message to him from the Lord
God." The chief justice, having ordered Lacy in and
demanded his business, was thus addressed: "I come to you
a prophet from the Lord God, who has sent me to thee, and
would have thee grant a nolle prosequi for John Atkins,
his servant, whom thou hast sent to prison." Holt, C.J.:
"Thou art a false prophet and a lying knave. If the Lord
God had sent thee, it would have been to the Attorney Gen
eral, for he knows that it belongeth not to the chief jus
tice to grant a nolle prosequi; but I, as chief justice, can
grant a warrant to commit thee to bear him company." This
was immediately done, and both prophets were convicted and
punished.
2

9 Price, 142.
3

The King vs. Austen, supra.
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"The Court being asked, whether the notice
should be served on the Treasury, or other depart
ment of the revenue, intimated, that all such
notices must in every case be served on the
Attorney General, as the only legal representa
tive of the Grown recognised in this Court; and
that they could not judicially notice the Trea
sury, or any of the revenue boards.”

(b) In so far as the Attorney General’s power

rests upon statutory authority, it is derived from the
various statutes beginning with the Judiciary Act of
September 24, 1789^, and including the recent Economy
2
Act of March 3, 1933 , as amended by the Act of March 20,
3
1933 , but more particularly by reason of the Act of

4
June 22, 1870 , formally creating the Department of

1
Judiciary Act of September 24, 1789, c. 20, Sic. 35;
1 Stat. 92.
2
Economy Act of March 3, 1933, c. 203, 47 Stat. 1432.
3
Act of March 20, 1933, c. 3, 48 Stat. 8.

4
Act of June 22, 1870, c. 150, 16 Stat. 162.
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1
Justice .

The provisions of this act were in substance

carried into Title VIII of the Revised Statutes.

Speak

ing of these provisions as reproduced in the Revised

2
Statutes, the Court of Claims, in Perry vs. United States ,
said:
’•These provisions are comprehensive and too
specific to leave any doubt that Congress intended
to gather into the Department of Justice, under
the supervision and control of the Attorney General,
all the litigation and all the law business in which
the United States are interested.”
But long prior to this, the same view had been

expressed by the Supreme Court.

There are a number of

1

"This Act was comprehensive and among other things provided
(Sec. 5) that the Attorney General might whenever he deemed
it for the interests of the United States, conduct and
argue any case in which the Government was interested in any
court of the United States. It authorized (Sec. 5) any
officer of the Department of Justice to be sent by the
Attorney General to any State or district in the United
States to attend to the interests of the United States in
any case pending in the courts or to attend to any other
interest of the United States. It gave the Attorney General
(Sec. 16) supervision of the conduct and proceedings of the
various attorneys for the United States in their respective
judicial districts, ’and also of all other attorneys and
counsellors employed in any cases or business in which the
United States may be concerned*."
2
28 C.L.S. 483, 491 (1893).
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leading cases on this subject .

The sum and substance

of these holdings are that (except in one or two minor

instances where the law specifically provides otherwise),
the Attorney General may at any time during pendency, and

upon any terms which to him may seem meet, agree to a
settlement of any case in which the United States is an
interested party.

This power is plenary to the uttermost

2
limits , and only explicit language on the part of Congress
can restrict powers thus expressly held to be so broad and
unrestricted.

1
The Gray Jacket, 72 U.S. 370 (1866); Swift & Co. vs.
United States, 276 U.S. 311 (1928); Confiscation Cases, 74
U.S. 454 (1868); United States vs. San Jacinto Tin Co.,
125 U.S. 273 (1888); United States vs, Throckmorton, 98
U.S. 61 (1878); Ponzi vs. Fessenden, 257 U.S. 254 (1921).
2

United States vs. San Jacinto Tin Co., supra, Page 284:
"We are not insensible to the enormous power and its capa
city for evil thus reposed in that department of the gov
ernment (Department of Justice). *** But it has often been
said that the fact that the exercise of power may be abused
is no sufficient reason for denying its existence ■***.”
(Interpolation supplied.)
Swift & Co. vs. United States, supra, Pages 331, 332:
”*** it is urged that the decree is void, because the
Attorney General had no power to agree to its entry. ***
we do not find in the statutes defining the powers and
duties of the Attorney General any such limitation on the
exercise of his discretion as this contention involves.
His authority to make determinations includes the power to
make erroneous decisions as well as correct ones.”
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Sone authorities have stated that Section 3229
constitutes a limitation upon the plenary power of the
Attorney General over cases arising under the internal

revenue laws, and cite the case of Botany MJ 11 vs.
1
United States in support of their contention.
In that case the court, in holding that an informal

agreement to settle an internal revenue case did not
constitute a valid compromise under Section 3229, said

that it thought that Congress intended by the statute to
prescribe the exclusive method by which tax cases could
be compromised, requiring, therefore, the concurrence of

the Commissioner and the Secretary, and prescribing the

formality with which, as a matter of public concern, it
should be attested in. the files of the Commissioner’s

office, and did not intend to entrust the final settle
ment of such matters to the informal action of subordi

nate officials in a bureau.

The Laura, 114 U.S. 411.

The court stated further
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that when a statute limits a thing to be done in a par

ticular mode, it includes the negative in any other mode.
But obviously this case is not in point on the power
of the Attorney General.

It deals exclusively with the

power of subordinate officials in the Treasury Department\

Nor can it be held that when the court said, "Congress
intended by the statute to prescribe the exclusive method

by which tax cases could be compromised", it meant that
the statute was exclusive in the sense that it precluded

the exercise of the Attorney General's power.

That inter

pretation was urged, but there are several answers to it:

(1) It relies upon the general language rather than
the rule of the court.

The question of whether the statute

precluded the Attorney General from compromising internal

revenue cases was not raised, nor under the facts could it

have been raised.

Obviously there can be no ruling on a

question not before the court.

I

Nor does 36 Op* A.G. 40, nor any opinion of the Attorney
General on the question of compromise reviewed therein,
deal with or in any way place restrictions upon the Attorney
General's power. The same is true of the opinion of Octo
ber 24, 1933. All these opinions deal solely with the power
of the Commissioner to compromise, which as has been shown,
is derived exclusively from Section 5229 and Section 3469 of
the Revised Statutes and is circumscribed by the express
limitations in those sections*
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(2) To so hold would be in derogation of an

expressly independent poser.

Certainly a construction

which would deprive the Attorney General of a power, which,

from the creation of his office has been among his inher

ent prerogatives, should not be based on Inference alone.
(3) It ignores the established authority of the

Attorney General to dismiss outright cases within his
control, frequently exercised in internal revenue cases,

even against the interest of others^•

A long continued

2
exercise of power in this way legitimizes it •

To say

that the Attorney General has power to dismiss internal
revenue cases, but only if the terms of dismissal fall

short of a compromise, is to attribute to Congress and
the courts who would have produced such an illogical

result, less intelligence than it is fair to assume they
possessed.
Section 5229, to be sure, does confer authority upon

the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to compromise cases

in litigation, with, however, certain conditions; but it

Confiscation Cases, supra.

2

The Laura. 114 U.S. 411.
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does not restrict the Attorney General's complete con

trol over them.

The only restrictions in Section 3229

are upon the power of the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue.

Indeed, the fact that the Attorney General's

concurrence is made one of the restrictions upon that

officer's power is clearly an implicit recognition of
his continued control over the class of cases dealt with
therein.

In so tar, then, as any restrictive terms in

the section are concerned, they apply solely to the Com

missioner of Internal Revenue; and the Attorney General's

power remained just as broad after the section's enact
ment as it was before.

Nor did it take from the Attorney General the right

to assert this broad authority by way of compromise.

It

was specifically so held by Attorney General Griggs^*.
On May 25, 1899, he ruled that a suit under the customs

laws libelling merchandise could not be compromised
by the Treasury Department under Section 3469 of

1

'
22 Op. A.G. 491.

'

'

'———————
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1
the Revised Statutes , but that under the doctrine of

g
the Confiscation Ga.ses

the suit could be compromised

by the Attorney General under his plenary power.

Speak

ing of this power, he said:
"He may absolutely dismiss or discontinue
suits in which the Government is interested;
a fortiori, he may terminate the same upon terms,
at any stage, by way of compromise or settlement."

5
Acting Attorney General Beck, on August 24, 1901 ,
in an opinion to the Secretary of the Treasury as to the

authority of that officer to compromise a suit against a
collector of internal revenue for taxes allegedly illeg

ally collected, after holding that Section 3229 of the
Revised Statutes did not give the Treasury Department

authority to settle such a suit, and, relying upon the
4
rule in 22 Op. A.G. 491 , said:

1
"Sec. 3469. Upon a report by a district attorney, or any
special attorney or agent having charge of any claim in
favor of the United States, showing in detail the condi
tion of such claim, and the terms upon which the same may
be compromised, and recommending that it be compromised
upon the terms so offered, and upon the recommendation of
the Solicitor of the Treasury, the Secretary of the Trea
sury is authorized to compromise such claim accordingly.
But the provisions of this section shall not apply to any
claim arising under the postal laws.”

^Supra.

3 23 Op. A.G., 507.
4
22 Op. A.G. 491, supra.
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"*** The power to determine whether compro
mise should be made of pending litigation, would
seem to rest with this Department, as the suits
are necessarily under my control and subject to
my direction."
In respect of these two opinions, it is important

to note that the position taken is not grounded on the
proposition that the Attorney General had authority to
compromise because the cases fell outside the scope of

Section 3229.

The fact was that the mere occasion called

for the exercise of the power and not the justification
for its exercise.

The decisions are clearly grounded on

the independent authority of the Attorney General to deal

plenarily with all cases, including those within the scope
of Section 3229.

That this is the correct view of the

ground of these opinions is buttressed by the fact that

22 Op. A.G. 491 expressly overrules 20 Op. A.G. 714, in
which it had been held that under the provisions of Sec
tion 376 of the Revised Statutes'** the Secretary of the

1
"The Solicitor of the Treasury, under direction of the
Secretary of the Treasury, shall take cognizance of all
frauds or attempted frauds upon the revenue, and shall
exercise a general supervision over the measures for their
prevention and detection, and for the prosecution of pers
ons charged with the commission thereon."
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Treasury rather than the Attorney General had the auth
ority to control prosecutions for fraud upon the revenue.

It would not have been necessary to overrule that opinion
if it had not been thought inconsistent with the later

ruling.

And it would not have been inconsistent unless

that later ruling was grounded upon the complete independ

ence of the Attorney General's power^.

The Confiscation Cases, supra, is a striking illus

tration of the Attorney General's power independently and
in derogation of existing rights of others in the same

case.

So are New York vs. New Jersey

pany vs. United States, supra.

and Swift and Com

In the Confiscation Cases,

supra, it was held that the Attorney General might prop
erly, and against the interest and objection of the

informer, dismiss an appeal; and this, notwithstanding
that the act under which the proceedings were brought

expressly provided that such proceedings should be "for the
use of such informer and the United States in equal parts”.

1
By the same token, 22 Op. A.G. 491, must be considered as
also overruling 12 Op. A.G. 472, in which early opinion it
was held that the ultimate authority to compromise cases
arising under Section 3229 was in the Commissioner of Inter
nal Revenue and that the Attorney General's function in the
matter was purely advisory in character.
2

256 U.S. 296.
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From the foregoing, it follows that Section 3229

of the Revised Statutes is not in any way in derogation
of nor a limitation on the Attorney General’s authority

to compromise internal revenue cases; but that such

authority has always been treated as separate and distinct
from the authority of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

capable of being exercised independently of and unrestricted
by, the authority granted that officer.

The only sensible interpretation of the law would
seem to be that from the beginning, and until the lssu<*

ance of Executive Order No. 6166, the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue and the Attorney General had concurrent

power to compromise internal revenue cases in litigation,
with, however, this difference.

The Attorney General's

power is plenary and unrestricted, while the Commissioner's

power, although separate and distinct and capable of being
independently initiated, was, nevertheless, ineffective

without the assent of the Attorney General.

” 0 “
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CHAPTER III
The Power of the Attorney General to Consider
Both Civil and CrfwinaT Aspects of A Case
When Such Is Referred to HJ« by the
Bureau of Internal Ravanna

In relation to a compromise, the word "case" must
have the same weaning in both Executive Order No. 6166
and Section 3229 of the Revised Statutes.

Section 3229

contains internal evidence that the compromise of a
"criminal case" embraces the civil liability.

It is

provided that:

"The Commissioner of Internal Revenue ***
may compromise any civil or criminal, case. ***
Whenever a compromise is made in any1 case. there

shall be placed rn file in the office of the Com
missioner of Internal Revenue ♦** a statement of
the amount of the tax assessed, the amount of
additional tax or penalty imposed by law in con
sequence of the neglect or delinquency *** and
the amount actually paid in accordance with the
terms of the compromise."

1
Any weans every. Unless its generality is restricted
by the context, "any" is commonly used in the sense of
"every" or "all". McMurray v. Brown. 91 U.S. 257; and
Logan v. Small. 43 Mo. 254. But that "any" is used in
the sense of "every" in Section 5229 is shown by the
fact that the Act of July 20, 1868, 15 Stat. 125, 166,
See. 102, from which the present section is derived,
actually used the word "every". This substitution was
evidently a scrivener’s change rather than an Indi cation
of a different meaning.
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In every case, than, civil and criminal, there must

be filed "a statement of the amount of the tax assessed

*** and the amount actually paid in accordance with the
terms of the compromise".

The amount "paid in accordance

with the terms of the compromise" evidently refers to the

"amount of the tax assessed" which is paid.

The "tax

assessed" in a criminal case constitutes the civil liabil

ity.

It is difficult to conceive how there can be a crim

inal case "arising under the internal revenue la s" which
did not arise out of civil liability.

They all involve a

civil liability of some kind, either for taxes or penal
ties imposed by law.

These considerations compel the con

clusion that the language of Section 3229 contemplated
that a criminal case should include the civil as well as

the criminal liability.
This is the sense in which its language has been

understood.

In 15 Op. A.G. 479, speaking of Section 3229,

it is stated that "the right to compromise is understood
to embrace the criminal, as well, as the civil, liability

of the defendant".

This was said in connection with the

Commissioner's authority, it is true, but the same word in

the same section, dealing with the same matter, and in the

same legal relation, must be held to embrace the
things.
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The same result is reached by a consideration of
the meaning of the word "case".

The word "case" usually

refers to na proceeding in court, a suit, or action"^-;

but this is using the word solely in its restrictive sense.
The words "suit or proceeding" are more appropriately used
to Indicate this restrictive sense.

Certainly that is

true with respect to Federal enactments in connection with
2
internal revenue matters •

To limit the meaning of the

word "case" in Section 3229 to the restricted sense of

"suit or proceeding" would exclude from the operation of
that section situations to which it was plainly intended

to apply.

Wider accepted canons of construction a meaning

must be given to the word "case" which will permit it to
be applied to all situations within the purview of the

section.

This can only be done by giving the word "case"

1
'
Blyew vs. Wilted States. 13 Wall. 581, 595.
2
See, for instance, the following sections of the Revised
Statutes: 5214, 5215, 3224, 5225, 3226, 3227 and 5251. It
is significant to note that Section 5229 i<> but a part of
this same system of enac+ments dealing with internal rev
enue matters. It is, therefore, in peri materia with the
cited sections. So if Congress had intended the cases dealt
with in Section 5229 to have the m&ahing of "suit or pro
ceeding", it is fair to assume that it would have used those
words.
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its meaning in the general sense as distinguished from
its strictly legal usage.

Webster's New International

Dictionary defines "case" as "condition; state of things
or affairs” •

This meaning has frequently been given the

word by the courts in situations somewhat analogous to

that presented here.
In Wingate vs. Haywood\ the word "case" is said to

mean "a state of facts involving a question for discus
sion and decision".

2
In Simmons vs. Fenton , it is said:
"Stress is laid upon the word 'case' in the
last clause quoted. It is urged that the word means
the case or action in which the defendant is con
victed of an offense. The contention seeks to put
too narrow and restricted a construction upon the
language used. The word 'case' is evidently used
in the sense of ’instance’, and it was intended to
limit the powers of the governor, as to the time of
any one reprieve, to a period which should not exceed
thirty days, nor extend beyond the time of the next
meeting of the board of pardons.«**"

'

1

40 N.H. 437.
2
115 Neb. 768, 770.

'

'

’

~
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In State ex rel. Carleton vs« District Court\ the

Court declared (Page 142):
"The word ’cases’, in section 615, evidently
means contingencies, chances, conditions or state
of circumstances: in other words, whenever any of
the grounds enunerated in that section is made to
appear« The phrase 'action or proceeding' in sec
tion 180, is comprehensive, and includes all pro
ceedings of a civil nature, as well as actions in
the stricter sense«"

In Gold vs« Vt. Central Bail Road Co.*\ it is said:

"Now, not to place any stress upon the word
case« as here used, — for perhaps that term may as
well comprehend this proceeding, as an ordinary
common law suit, — and in common parlance it has a
more extended meaning than the word suit« or action.
and may include application for divorce, applica
tions for the establishment of high ways, applica
tions for orders of support of relatives, and other
special proceedings unknown to the common law **»."
A Federal decision which made a distinction between

the term "case" as generally used and as applied in its
5
legal sense is United States vs. John Volz , where the

Court declared:

1
33 Mont« 138, Rage 142.

2
19 Vt. 478, 484-485.

3
14 Blatch. 15, 17.
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"Plainly, the word ’case’, as used in the stat
ute, is not to be confined to suits or proceedings
strictly in Court. There are many instances where
the laws of the United States authorize an oath to
be administered, when no suit or criminal, proceeding
has been commenced. ***”

See also Messenger vs. Co^ssioners^. and Dickey vs.
Smith2.

It is submitted, therefore, that the word "ease" when

used in relation to the Attorney General’s power to com

promise must be held to have been used in the sense of a
condition of affairs, or set of facts or circumstances

referred to him for decision.

This being so, that term,

of course, is broad enough to embrace all the facts and

all the liabilities arising out of those facts appearing

in the papers referred to the Attorney General together
with whatever additional facts and liabilities may later

develop.

The statute says there may be compromised a

"case" without bringing "suit".

"Case", therefore, is not

the same as "suit", but something of broader significance
out of which a "suit" may or may not arise.

It is not the

compromise of the "suit" alone to which the statute recog
nizes the Attorney General’s authority extends, but specifi

cally to "such case after a suit thereon has been commenced".*
S

1 19 Wyo. 309, 525.
S 42 W. Va. 805, 809.
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It 1b the "case” and not the suit alone which arose from

it that is acted upon by the Attorney General’s power»
It is possible to argue, of course, that the language

"any civil or criminal case" recognizes a distinction
between "civil" cases and "criminal1* cases, because in

speaking of the class of cases which must be approved by
the Attorney General it says, "any such case after a suit

thereon has been commenced"»

A "suit" is, of course, never

"commenced" combining civil and criminal liabilities.

Nor,

strictly speaking, is a "suit" ever commenced in a crim

inal case.

An action in a criminal case is generally spoken

of as a "proceeding".

But this argument fails to take into

consideration the remaining language of the section.

The

other provisions of the section are meaningless unless the
words "civil or criminal", as used in the first part of the

section were used to give an enlarged meaning to the word
"case" rather than a restrictive and disjunctive classifi

cation of two kinds of cases.

It should be noted that no

distinction between the two classes of cases is made in the

latter part of the section which requires that a statement

shall be filed in the office of the Commissioner "of the

amount of the tax assessed, the amount of additional tax
or penalty imposed by law, in consequence of the neglect

or delinquency of the person against whom the tax is

assessed, and the amount actually paid in accordance with
the terms of the compromise".

These are provisions which

obviously are not intended to apply peculiarly to "criminal"

cases as distinguished from "civil" cases; nor, indeed,

peculiarly to "civil" cases.

The conclusion follows that

the crucial word is "case" and the use of the words "civil

or criminal" were intended to show clearly that all cases
"civil" and "criminal" involving a civil liability could be

compromised under the terms of the statute.

A reference

to the language of the act from which the section was
derived (Act of July 20, 1868, 15 Stat* 125, 166, Sec

tion 103) confirms this construction^.

That statute did

not use the words "civil or criminal" at all, but simply

1
"Sec. 102. And be it further enacted, that in all cases
arising under the internal revenue laws where, instead of
commencing or proceeding with a suit in court, it may
appear to the commissioner of internal revenue to be for
the interest of the United States to compromise the same,
he is empowered and authorized to make such compromise
with the advice and consent of the Secretary of the Trea
sury; and in every case where a compromise is made there
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provided "that in all cases arising under the internal

revenue lavs" there might be a compromise; and wound up

by saying that "no such compromise shall be made of any
case after a suit or proceeding in court has been com

menced, without the recommendation also of the AttorneyGeneral".

There is nothing to show that the change in

language was for any purpose other than condensation.
It is submitted that this language conclusively shows

that the word "case" was intended to embrace all the
facts and circumstances out of which any kind of court
action, civil (by a suit) or criminal (by a proceeding),

shall be placed on file in the office of the commis
sioner the opinion of the solicitor of internal revenue,
or officer acting as such, with his reasons therefor,
together with a statement of the amount of tax assessed,
the amount of additional tax or penalty imposed by law
in consequence of the neglect or delinquency of the
person against whom the tax is assessed, and the amount
actually paid in accordance with the terms of the com
promise; but no such compromise shall be made of any
case after a suit or proceeding in court has been com
menced, without the recommendation also of the AttorneyGeneral: Provided. That it shall, be lawful for the
court at any stage of such suit or criminal proceedings
to continue the same for good cause shown on motion of
the district attorney."

could arise.

So that in relation to the word "case"

the »ords "civil or criminal" are used in the sense
of both kinds inclusive rather than in the sense of
two separate and distinct classes of cases.

Practical considerations compel the same conclu

sion.

If, upon reference of a criminal case to the

Attorney General, civil liability out of which it arose

remains a separate and distinct "case" subject exclu

sively to the authority of the Commissioner, that offi
cial could by the exercise of his power to compromise
the civil liability so weaken the Government's case as

in many instances to render the Attorney General's

efforts at prosecution futile.
Nor could the Attorney General make his power to

compromise effective unless a criminal case embraces
the civil as well as the criminal liability.

Although

technically, and in a strict legal sense, the two
liabilities are distinct and may give rise to separate

proceedings, practically they are so closely related
that one can not be effectively dealt with without

affecting the other.

The penalties imposed by law are

collectible as a part of the tax in a civil proceed-

1
ing •

Rlv & lfe|i>er Drv Goods Co. vs« United States«

34 F. (2d) 429 (C.C.A. 8th)«

The penalties inposed by

,

lav for fraud, and the penalties for the criminal

liability constitute two separate punishments for the

one transaction.

Speaking of these two kinds of penal

ties, in Hanby vs. Commissioner« 67 F. (2d) 125, 130 (C.C.A
4th), it is said:

1
Section 276 (a), Revenue Act of 1926, c. 27, 44 Stat. 9,
and Section 293, Revenue Acts of 1928, c. 852, 45 Stat. 791
and 1932, c. 209, 47 Stat. 169, imposed a 5 per cent, pen
alty upon deficiencies due to negligence or intentional
disregard of rules and regulations where no fraud is
involved, and provide that such penalty "shall be assessed,
collected, and paid in the same manner as if it were a defi
ciency."
Section 3176, Revised Statutes, as amended by Section 1103
Revenue Act of 1926, and Section 291, Revenue Acts of 1928
and 1932, impose a 25 per cent, penalty for willful failure
to make and file a return as required by law, and provide
that such penalty shall be added "to the tax".
Section 3176, Revised Statutes, as amended by Section 1103
Revenue Act of 1928, Section 275 of the 1926 Act, and Sec
tion 293 (b) of the 1928 and 1932 Acts provide that in case
a false or fraudulent return or list is willfully made, or
if any deficiency is due to fraud with the intent to evade
tax, the Commissioner shall add to the tax 50 per cent, of
its amount.
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"They are but parts of one punishment; they
both constitute the punishment which the lav
inflicts upon the offence. That they are enforced
in different modes of proceeding, and at different
times, does not affect the principle.■

Naturally a taxpayer in a criminal case regards all his

liabilities, technically distinct though they may be in
the eyes of the law, as forming but one composite whole.

Ifuch the same thing is true with respect to civil
liabilities for several years.

While under the law each

year is a single unit for accounting purposes, that does

not mean that each year must constitute a separate legal
case.

An action or proceeding in court more frequently

than not embraces civil liabilities for more than one

year.

Similarly, criminal liabilities for several years

are included in the same indictment whenever possible.

Just as a taxpayer regards his civil and criminal liabili

ties as constituting but a single entity so does he also

regard all civil liabilities for different years arising
out of the same set of circumstances, or series of trans1

actions, as but one single entity.
The practice of considering years other than those as to
which the Treasury recommends suit or criminal proceeding
is no different in principle from the practice — acqui
esced in by the Treasury and of long standing — of join
ing additional defendants (also taxpayers) in either civil
or criminal proceedings after the case has been referred
to the Attorney General, and without asking for authority
from the Treasury.
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Under these circumstances, manifestly the Attorney
General could not effectively negotiate a compromise with

a taxpayer unless he could take into consideration all of
the liabilities, both civil and criminal, of that tax
payer and treat them as a single "case".

To hold otherwise would not "increase the efficiency
of the operations of the Government to the fullest extent

practicable”, which is one of the major purposes which

Section 401 of the Econony Act as amended, supra, which

Executive Order No. 6166 was designed to carry into
effect.

But wholly aside from the purpose of that act,

under the doctrine of implied powers, the Attorney Gen

eral’s authority could not thus be rendered practically
nugatory.

It is, of course, fundamental that whenever a

power is conferred upon a public officer, all necessary
authority to make such power fully efficacious is con
ferred by implication.

As said in State vs. Hildebrandt\

in discussing the power of the Secretary of State, "it

would be the merest folly to command him to do a par

ticular thing and then withhold from him the power to

1
93 Ohio St. 1.
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1
do it."

The extent to which this rule might be invoked by
the Attorney General in connection with his power to
compromise must be determined by the facts in each par

ticular case, but the general principle to be applied
would seem to be whether the additional authority claimed
is one germane to the subject matter of the case before

him, usually taken into account in determining the basis

for compromise, and reasonably calculated to make effec
tive the power to compromise and enable him to make, com
promises advantageous to the Government.

Of course, this

implied authority would not go to the extent of author
izing the Attorney General to interfere with the purely

administrative and fiscal, functions of the Treasury; but

after those functions have been exercised and a liability
has been for all practical purposes finally determined, the

r
See also Federal Trade Commission vs. Raladam Co-- 285 U.S.
645; City of Wilburton vs. King. 162 Okla. 52, 18 pac. (2d) .
1075 (1955): Commonwealth vs. Picard. 296 Pa. 120; State vs.

Hackmann, 276 Mo. 110; and Thropp on Public Officers.
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mare fact that it has not formally been referred to the
Attorney General, along with another liability to which

it is germane, would not seem a sufficient reason to
deny him the power to deal with it in his compromise nego

tiations.

These are all matters, however, which must be

determined by the Attorney General in the exercise of a
reasonable discretion.
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Treasury Department to Review A Case
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CHAPTER IV
The Absence of Discretion Left in the
Treasury Department to Review A Case
After the Attorney General Ts Compromise

As has been stated in the preceding pages, the

Attorney General, shortly after the issuance of Execu

tive Order Ho. 6166 of June 10, 1933, commenced the
practice of compromising both civil and criminal liabili
ties of any case referred to him by the Treasury Depart

ment, provided that he, in his discretion, tho^jht such
a course proper.

In those cases deemed proper, refund

of taxes was ordered to be made to the taxpayer.

The heads of both the Department of Justice and the
Treasury Department for some time subsequent to the issu

ance of Executive Order No. 6166 mere in some doubt as to
what appropriation should be made available for the pay

ment of refunds after settlement of compromise cases had
been agreed to by ths Department of Justice.

As a result,

there was considerable confusion as to the duties and

responsibilities of the two Departments.
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In several joint conferences held by the legal
advisers of both Departments, careful consideration was
given to the question as presented, and as a result it
was finally agreed that the Attorney General should be

requested to write a formal opinion thereon.

In pursur-

ance of this decision, therefore, the Secretary of the
Treasury, on October 50, 1954, submitted the following
question to the Attorney General and requested his opinion

thereon: "What, discretion, if any, resides in the Treasury
to approve or disapprove, accept or reject, such settle

ments, and what duty, if any, rests upon the Treasury to

inquire into the merits of such settlements before execut

ing the direction of the Attorney General?"^
Thereafter, on November 5, 1954, the Attorney General
rendered an opinion in which, among other things, he stated

that the Attorney General has ample power to terminate
suits of the character involved by acceptance of offers of
compromise; that when he has so terminated such a suit his

1

‘

'

Op. A.G., November 5, 1954.
This question was understood by the Attorney General to
relate only to those cases wherein the Treasury Department
was called upon to make tax refunds after settlements had
been agreed to by the Department of Justice.
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action is final and binding on all other executive offi
cers of the Government as to the merits thereof, and that

such further duties as are necessary in connection with
the cases are ministerial in character.

The Attorney

General stated further that in his opinion there resided
in the Treasury Department no discretion to review on the

merits the action of the Attorney General in accepting an

offer of compromise effected in a ease which came under

his control.
As a result thereof, the Treasury Department promptly
V

began to make tax refunds of those cases compromised hy

the Attorney General.

(These refunds a?e made from a

Treasury Department appropriation available for that pur

pose when it has been lawfully established that a taxpayer
is entitled to a refund^*.)

There can be no doubt that this opinion states cor
rectly the law on this subject.
For, I believe, it has been clearly shown throughout

this paper that the Attorney General has the power to

1

'

~

Treasury Appropriation Act of liarch 15, 1934, c. 70, 48
Stat. 425, 450.
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compromise cases referred to him by the Treasury Department.
Further, his opinions are binding in law on all other depart

ment heads.

It is true that prior to 1893 there was some

hesitation on the part of the various Attorney Generals in
insisting that their opinions had such effect‘d.

In 1895,

however, reinforced by such legislative intention expressed
in the debates in the Senate on the Department of Justice

2
bill , the Attorney General declared that he regarded his

opinion as law In so far as the departments of the Govern-

3
ment were concerned .

This attitude remained that of the

4
subsequent incumbents of the office , and in 1918 was con
curred in by the Supreme Court, which treated in no gentle

manner an auditor of the Canal Zone who had refused to

5
follow the Attorney General's ruling .

1~

'

'

'

5 Op. A.G., Page 97; 6 Op. A.G., Page 326, 334; 7 Op. A.G.,
Pages 691, 699.
2
Cong. Globe, 41st
said, "Whether the
or wrong, it ought
is reversed by the

Cong., 2d Sess., Page 3056. Mr. Jenckes
opinion of the Attorney General be right
to be followed by the Government until it
decision of some competent court."
•»

3

20 Op.

654* 659.

4 25 Op. A.G., Pages 301, 305; 26 Op. A.G., Pages 81, 87.

5

Smith vs. Jackson. 246 U.S. 588»

‘

50

Therefore, the Treasury Department, being bound

legally by the opinion of the Attorney General, acted

properly in Immediately making payment of these tax
refunds, and no longer could anyone question the deci

sion of the Attorney General in directing that such

tax refunds be made.

- 0 -

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The issuance of Executive Order No. 6166 of June 10,

1933, and the opinions of the Attorney General issued
subsequent to and in pursuance thereof, resulted in the

following changed procedure in the compromise of tax cases
which have been referred to the Attorney General.

Offers are still filed with the collectors of internal

revenue for the various districts throughout the country,
which ths collectors then transmit to the Commissioner of

Internal Revenue.

Without any recommendation on his part,

the Commissioner forwards them to the Department of Jus

tice for the consideration of the Attorney General.

The

Attorney General accepts those which he thinks satisfactory

and rejects those which he deems to be inadequate.

Recom

mendations, although no longer made by the Commissioner in
pursuance of Section 3229 of the Revised Statutes, are

invariably requested by the Attorney General, although such

recommendations are merely advisory.

- 51 -
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As a result, therefore, the Bureau of Internal Revenue
concerns itself only with the administrative details of

those tax cases referred to the Attorney General.
This procedure will, I believe, prove more effective
in the future, for today the department which is handling

the legal aspects of the case, namely, the Department of
Justice, will likewise solely handle compromise aspects of

the case, which latter are so closely interwoven with the
legal aspects that they should never have been separated.
Further, I believe there will be an increase in the coordi

nation of the Government's business, the expedition and the

settlement of tax cases and a resulting benefit to the

taxpayer.

-

End
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